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QUESTION 1

A customer requirement is to define TCR rules that relate different types of time attribute (i.e., Payroll Time Type or
Project and Task) values to the rule results. 

Which option will allow the administrator to meet this requirement? 

A. Create a new customer-defined TCR formula and templates. In the templates, enable the selection of Time Attribute
Type and time attribute values in the Rule. Define the rules and assign them using a rule set. 

B. Create a new customer-defined TCR formula and templates. In the template, define the Rule Execution Type as
"Create" to enable the selection of Time Attribute Types and time attribute values in the Rule. Define the rules and
assign them using a rule set. 

C. Use a delivered TCR formula to define new customer-defined templates. In the templates, enable the selection of
Time Attribute Type and time attribute values in the Rule. Define the rules and assign them using a rule set. 

D. Use either a delivered TCR formula or create a new formula to define new customer-defined templates. Enable the
various Time Attributes along with the data source in the templates. Define the new rules by selecting the specific type
of attribute values for the time attributes in the rules. Assign the rules using a rule set. 

E. This is not possible using the existing functionality. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Your customer has asked you to enable a group of workers to change any entered, saved, or submitted time cards up to
five days before the current date. Where should you enable this access in the system? 

A. This is not possible. 

B. You would use the Manage Time Layout Sets task to configure when workers can create, view, edit, and delete time
cards. 

C. You would use the Manage Repeating Time Periods task to configure when workers can create, view, edit, and
delete time cards. 

D. You would use the Manage Worker Time Entry Profiles task to configure when workers can create, view, edit, and
delete time cards. 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference https://docs.oracle.com/en/cloud/saas/global-human-resources/r13-update17d/faitl/time-entry-setup-profile-
configurations-and-troubleshooting.html#FAITL2517594 

 

QUESTION 3

The time collection device was not working for an hour and several employees missed reporting their "Out" time. How
can you create an "Out" event for these employees? 
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A. The only way to accomplish this is to create a new entry from the time collection device, using the edit event options. 

B. From the Time Management Work Area, navigate to the Manage Time Events page to generate time events. 

C. From the Time Management Work Area, navigate to the Manage Time Events page to update the workers\\' entries. 

D. From the Time Management Work Area, navigate to the Manage Time Cards page to update the workers\\' time
events. 

E. Navigate to the Web Clock page. As the Time and Labor Administrator, select Change Worker and Time from the
Actions menu. Make the correct entries for each worker. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

A customer requirement is to use the first part (week) of a biweekly time card period for validation purposes. Which
option outlines how this could be accomplished? 

A. Create a new rule template using a delivered TER formula. Enable input parameters in the template to define the
validation period and set summation period to "Time Card Level." Create rules using the new rule template and assign
them using a rule set. 

B. Create a new TER formula and rule templates. Define the validation period within the formula. Enable the summation
level selection when defining the rule as an input parameter within the rule templates. Create rules using the new rule
templates and assign them using a rule set. Place the "Day Level" rules on Rows 1? for days 1? in the time card period,
and the "Time Card Level" Rule in the 8th row. Use the Processing Sequence to order the rules. 

C. Create a new rule template using a delivered TER formula. Enable input parameters in the template to define the
validation period and set the summation period to "Day Level." Create rules using the new rule template and assign
them using a rule set. 

D. Create a new TER formula and rule template. Define the validation period within the formula. Set the summation
period to "Time Card Level" in the rule template and enable the input parameters. Create rules using the new rule
template and assign them using a rule set. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

Which two statements are true? 

A. Time Card Approval Period can be less than the Time Card Period. 

B. Time Card Approval Period must be a multiple of the Time Card period. 

C. Time Card Approval Period is defined in the Time Consumer Set. 

D. Time Card approval period must be the same as the Time Card period. 

Correct Answer: CD 
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